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Question: 17

A Help Desk department sets a first-time fix target of 65% for ail customer calls. The department has a measure that
captures the actual first-time fix percentage. A business analyst needs to choose the visualization that most effectively
shows the performance against the target using a color gradient.

What visualization should the business analyst use?
A. Table
B. Text and Image
C. Gauge
D. Combo chart

Answer: A

Question: 18

A business analyst must add data from several tables to an existing app This app was built by a previous business
analyst who used the data load editor to load some simple tables.

The changes must be implemented in the data manager

Which three actions should the business analyst take to matt these requirements? (Select three)
A. Associate the new tables with the old tables
B. Synchronize the scripted tables and modify the tables
C. Synchronize the new tables and modify the tables
D. Add the new tables via the Add data icon
E. Delete the existing tables and re-import the tables

Answer: B,C,D

Question: 19

A business analyst creates an app for a large retailer. The app is based on me past ^2 months of transactional data in
CSV formal

After successfully demonstrating the app the retailer provides a tile that contains another seven years of data

After the new datais loaded the previously responsive app takes 10 times longer to respond to users’ selections. The
app has many complex expressions

Which two actions should the business analyst take to resolve the issues? (Select two)
A. Request the data architect to create flagsin the data model to optimize set analysis expressions
B. Use JOIN statements to reduce the number of tables m the data model



C. Make sure a I master items contain variables that define the expressions
D. Replace set analysis with calculated fields in the data manager
E. Create versions of the app using a WHERE clause m the data manager to restrict the data

Answer: A,C

Question: 20

Share the provided link with colleagues

Answer: A

Question: 21

Refer to the exhibits

After the latest data reload a business analyst notices the value tor CategoryID ‘B321’ seems different.

What is causing this discrepancy?
A. The data type for CategorylD 332V does not match the others
B. Null values are deluded in the source data
C. Some categories do NOT exist in the Category table
D. Hyphen character (‘.’) is included m the source data



Answer: A

Question: 22

A business analyst creates an app for a large retailer. The app is based on me past ^2 months of transactional data in
CSV formal

After successfully demonstrating the app the retailer provides a tile that contains another seven years of data

After the new datais loaded the previously responsive app takes 10 times longer to respond to users’ selections. The
app has many complex expressions

Which two actions should the business analyst take to resolve the issues? (Select two)
A. Request the data architect to create flagsin the data model to optimize set analysis expressions
B. Use JOIN statements to reduce the number of tables m the data model
C. Make sure a I master items contain variables that define the expressions
D. Replace set analysis with calculated fields in the data manager
E. Create versions of the app using a WHERE clause m the data manager to restrict the data

Answer: A,C

Question: 23

After a campaign a marketing group has data that snows distinct increases of product sales over a 12-month period.
The group needs to highlight the products that show the highest revenue.

What should be developed to meet this requirement?
A. Grid chart with diverging color by measure
B. Line chart with area gradient color by measure
C. Waterfall chart with custom positive value color
D. Mekko chart with diverging color by dimension

Answer: D




